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Abstract. In this paper we present an efficient solution to the offline map 
matching problem that occurs in the area of position measurements on a road 
network: given a set of measured positions, what was the most probable trip 
that led to these measurements? For this, we assume a user who moves accord-
ing a certain degree of optimality across a road network. A solution has to face 
certain problems; most important: as a single measurement may be mapped to 
multiple positions on the road network, the total number of combination ex-
ceeds any reasonable limit. 
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1 Introduction 

For many applications and services it is useful to know where a user was in the past. 
All positioning systems to track a user's position have certain measurements error. If 
we need to know a position very precisely, we have to introduce further mechanisms. 
Certain approaches are useful for movements on a road network: if a position is 
measured when driving on a road, we can perform a projection on the road network. 
This approach is called map matching and incorporated into common car navigation 
systems. As the mapping is performed immediately whenever a new measurement 
appears, this is a typical online approach. However, we can take further advantage of 
a road network, if we considered an entire trip afterwards: a reasonable projection on 
the road network should produce a route that could have been driven by the driver 
regarding her or his driving behaviour and degree of optimality. As we only can pro-
vide such a mapping after the trip was finished, we call this problem the offline map 
matching problem. A solution of this problem is useful for several applications: 

 statistical analyses of drivers and flows of traffic; 
 collecting street charges; 
 automatically record a driver's logbook; 
 learn typical trips from users, to e.g. automatically generate traffic warnings. 



The research about map matching was historically strongly related to the Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS), where the major goal was to improve GPS measurements 
with help of a road network [13]. As a first mechanism, a position is mapped to the 
geometrically nearest road position [11]. Further approaches took into account the 
road network's topology [3], [9]. [2] also tries to address incomplete topologies. Based 
on the multiple hypothesis technique they follow multiple possible tracks that may 
approximate a sequence of measurements. An abstract approach to iterate through 
possible routes that approximate measurements was presented in [12], however, with-
out solving the problem of the combinatorial explosion of route variations. [4] sug-
gests a genetic algorithm to solve it. 

Existing work relies on a high density of measurements (e.g. every 10m), a gener-
ally high precision of the positioning system and measurement errors with nearly 
constant offset (of distance and direction) for longer time periods. The properties are 
fulfilled by satellite navigation systems. However, our approach in contrast should 
also work for sparse measurements (e.g. ever 500m) and for positioning systems 
based on signal strength fingerprinting currently used in smart phones. As a conse-
quence, our approach has to fill gaps of unknown positions between measurements by 
a route planning approach. We strongly believe, a reasonable approach has to base on 
multi-routing capabilities to achieve a reasonable efficiency. I.e., we have to find 
optimal routes from multiple starts to multiple targets in a single call. 

In this paper we often refer to the car driving scenario, however our approach is 
also suitable for other means of transportation (e.g. pedestrian, bicycle). 

2 The Offline Map Matching Problem 

2.1 Problem Statement 

The basis of our considerations forms a road network: a topology of crossings and 
road segments between crossings, in the following called links. A routing function 
computes optimal paths (according to a cost function) between positions on the road 
network. In addition to the road topology, we need link geometries in order to map 
measurements to roads. 

We can formulate the offline map matching as follows: given a sequence of meas-
ured positions that can be mapped to multiple possible positions on the road network; 
which combination of mapped positions represent the most probable driven route, if 
we connect all mapped positions by optimal paths? 

Fig. 1 illustrates the problem. We have a sequence of measurements denoted by 1-
6. Fig. 1a shows a simple map matching approach where we map each position to the 
nearest position that resides on the road network. If we now connect all mapped posi-
tions by optimal paths, we get a rather long path between 3 and 4. Moreover, we have 
U-turns at these positions. Fig. 1b shows a more probable mapping: even though the 
mapping distances are bigger on average, the resulting path is more probable than in 
Fig. 1a as the overall route is shorter and avoids U-turns. 



 

Fig. 1. General problem of mapping measurements to positions 

Note that we still talk about probabilities as we cannot definitely say, how a route 
exactly was. The first variation is possible for a driver, who, e.g. looked for a certain 
address, drove into a dead-end, turned and searched again. The lack of measurements 
that represent the long part between 3 and 4 could be explained by temporary meas-
urement problems. However, we would consider Fig. 1b as a more appropriate as-
sumption of the driven route, as it suits more to the measured positions and represents 
typical driving. Later we want to formalize 'typical' driving by models. 

We first want to describe the offline map matching problem more formally. Let M 
be the set of possible measurements, P be the set of possible road positions and R be 
the set of routes on the road network for any pairs of start and target. Let (X) denote 
the set of finite subsets of X and ℒ(X) the set of finite sequences of X. Further let 

 map: M(P), mi  {pi1…pik} be the function that maps a measured position to a 
finite set of possible route positions; 

 route: PPR, (pa, pb)  rab be the function that maps two road positions to the 
optimal route to connect them in the given order; 

 eval: R, r  er be the function that evaluates a route and produces a value er 
that is lower for 'better' routes; 

 | : RRR, (ra, rb)  rab be the concatenation of routes that is only defined for 
routes ra, rb, where the first position of rb is identical to the last position of ra. 

Then, we can formulate the (offline) map matching function as follows: 

                mapmatching: ℒ (M)ℒ (P), 
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Note, we require the output of map to be finite. This contradicts characteristics of real 
positioning systems as for each measurement an infinite number of possible positions 
may be the origin for this measurement. However, we can identify a finite set of rep-
resentatives that are sufficient for our problem (see below). 

Even though, we can easily denote the required function, its computation is diffi-
cult, if we have to consider execution time. A straight-forward approach would iterate 
through all permutations vi to map a measurement mi to a position

iivp . This, of course 

is virtually impossible for even small input sequences as the number of variations gets 
very large. Moreover, for every evaluation we have to call a time consuming route 
multiple times that executes optimal path planning on the road network. 

2.2 Modelling Positioning System and Driver 

The formalism above allows us to tailor the following approach to different scenarios 
that may differ in the used positioning system and characteristics of routes to detect. 

Modelling the positioning system: Positioning systems are different according pre-
cision and distribution of measurement errors. A general model can be time-depend-
ent; e.g. GPS errors depend on the satellite constellation. Usually a Gaussian distri-
bution of measurements is assumed. For our approach the actual positioning model 
can be simplified as follows: 

 The measurements to a position are distributed with a higher density closer to the 
actual position.  

 There is a maximum error distance dmax. 

The first point is obvious and is fulfilled by any Gaussian distributed positioning sys-
tem. The second point is crucial: even precise positioning systems cannot state a 
maximum error – it is not intended to give a bound for any Gaussian distribution. 
However, as we have to keep the amount of possible mapped positions for a certain 
measurement finite, we have to state such a border. Even mathematically critical, this 
rule is not a problem in reality. 

In our formalism, the positioning system model is reflected by two functions: 

 map: only mapped positions up to the maximum distance dmax are computed; 
 eval: the evaluation of routes takes into account the distances of measured and 

mapped positions. 

Modelling the driver or driving goal: Drivers may have different opinions what a 
'good' or 'typical' route is. Depending on the type of trip, the same driver can act dif-
ferent. E.g. the daily route to the office has a certain degree of optimality. In contrast 
the trip to watch some touristic sights or a travel to an unknown address may result in 
lower optimality measures and some sub-optimal bypasses. We can model this with 
the help of two functions: 



 route: this function defines what generally is considered as 'good' or 'optimal'. One 
driver could consider the consumption of fuel as important, the other the driving 
time. 

 eval: this function asserts a value that reflects the probability (in a wider meaning) 
that this route was actually driven. This function can reward certain attributes of 
the route (e.g. local optimality) to reflect the expected driving behaviour. 

With these means we can model the system of roads and driver that affects the as-
sumed route for a set of measurements. 

2.3 Requirements, Assumptions 

We want to declare some assumptions that we require for our approach later. 
Assumption 1: We ignore the time of measurement. When collecting measure-

ments, we could store the time stamp of the measured positions and we could consider 
these time stamps to evaluate of a route. The absolute values of time stamps are not of 
interest, but time differences of two subsequent measurements lead to the average 
speed in the driven section. We then could discuss about 'probable' speeds (e.g. in our 
eval function), however this is difficult. A speed can be arbitrarily low (e.g. red light 
or traffic jam). Thus, we can only identify unrealistic high speeds. This however 
would require to more carefully map a measurement to a position, in particular: an 
output of map(mi) depends on map(mi-1) and map(mi+1). This leads to an entirely dif-
ferent class of algorithms. As a starting point, in this paper we thus only discuss ap-
proaches that purely rely on the measured positions without a time stamp. 

Assumption 2: We consider a finite number of variations per measurement. Fig. 2 
provides a motivation why the output of map is finite. If we look at Fig. 2a, a meas-
urement can be mapped to an infinite number of positions that all reside on the same 
link. For better clearness, we only show the projection to one side of the road – our 
final implementation has to consider both driving directions. 

In this example, the infinite set does not carry additional information: a route start-
ing from left can be continued to the right with any of these positions, thus all posi-
tions can be represented by a single position, e.g., the closest to the measurement. 
More formally: all positions that reside on a certain link form an equivalence relation, 
and any representative is a useful mapping. In Fig. 2b we see that more than one 
equivalence class may result from a mapping, if possible positions reside on different 
links. However, we have to keep in mind: 

 The considerations above do not apply for the very first and very last mapping of 
our measurements. 

 If sets of possible mappings of subsequent measurements overlap, we cannot 
choose arbitrary representatives. If we chose positions inside the circle in Fig. 2c, 
resulting routes may include two U-turns, thus get significantly different. 

We called the latter problem the back-driving problem and discuss it in more detail 
later. In simple words: if two measurements are too close, poorly selected representa-
tives may result in routes of (partly) wrong direction. 



 

Fig. 2. Motivation to map measurements to finite sets of positions 

Assumption 3: We use multi-routing as a building block. Even though our formal-
ism only requires a route function for a single route, we strongly believe an efficient 
implementation requires a function 

multiroute: (P) (P) (R) 
that computes all optimal routes between sets of start and target positions. Even tough 
such a function could call route for every permutation, we assume a more efficient 
approach as presented in [8]. 

Assumption 4: We expect a locality of the eval function. Until now, eval could have 
any characteristics. To benefit from some mechanisms to reduce the overall computa-
tion time, we have to demand a locality of route evaluation. This means: a local 
change of a route only affects input of the eval function that is nearby these changes. 
More formally: if we have two routes ra | rx and  rb | rx with the same trailing rx then 

 eval(ra | rx)<eval(rb | rx)  eval(ra | rx | ry)<eval(rb | rx | ry) (2) 

The corresponding rule for same leadings: 

 eval(rw | rx | ra)<eval(rw | rx | rb)  eval(rx | ra)<eval(rx | rb) (3) 

We require these rules for 'sufficiently long' rx, whereas the minimum length depends 
on the respective eval function.  

Assumption 5: We expect pre-segmented routes. We expect a mechanism that seg-
ments all measurements according to trips. I.e. a set of measurements passed to our 
algorithm represent, e.g. trip from home to office, another set represents from office to 
shop etc. This is required as stopping a trip for e.g., parking invalidates all assump-
tions about routes, e.g. regarding optimality. In particular, any new route goes to any 
direction regardless from prior driving. The basis of a segmentation mechanism is to 
detect halts of steady positions; however, such a mechanism in not part of this paper.  



Strongly related to this issue are U-turns. We define U-turns as a 180 turnaround 
on the same road. If we expect finite mappings per measurements (assumption 2), we 
have a certain exception for start and end of routes. As U-turns can be viewed as end 
of route and start of a new route, we would thus produce this exception at every oc-
currence. Even though we could access minus points for U-turns in the eval function, 
we decided to directly filter out variations with U-turns to reduce the overall number 
of variations. To deal with U-turns in real routes, we have to rely on a segmentation 
mechanism to cut the sequence of measurements. Note that more complex manoeu-
vres to turn the direction (e.g. 'three left turns around the block') are not crucial. 

2.4 Problems, Failures 

The offline map matching problem turned out to be surprisingly hard to solve. The 
actual research was executed over two years whereas several ideas were realized that 
turned out not to be successful. We identified two major problems. 

Problem 1: Combinatorial explosion of variations. If we mapped a single meas-
urement to multiple possible positions and connect them, the resulting set of varia-
tions get huge very quickly. An established approach to deal with such a problem is 
Viterbi [10]. It tries to detect hidden states (real positions) from observed events (our 
measurements). It implicitly deals with a huge number of variations as it only consid-
ers the most probable last state for a new hidden state, thus the number of variations 
does not increase. However, this is a significant problem, as a decision will not be 
revised later, when we know about the subsequent states. Thus, the results were usu-
ally poor. 

We also tried Simulated Annealing [1] – an approach to find a global optimum of a 
function (here eval). This also was a failure. It expects for small changes in the input 
also small changes in the output. However, changing a mapping of a measurement can 
produce arbitrary big changes in the evaluation. 

Another experiment was a Divide-and-Conquer approach: we first check optimal 
routes from all start to target measurement mappings. If one of these routes approxi-
mate all intermediate measurements, we have a solution. If not, we look for an inter-
mediate measurement to split and recursively try to find an appropriate route. This 
approach again was a failure, whenever the route was not driven according to opti-
mality measures assumed by our route function. As a result, the recursive segmenta-
tion goes very deep and produces a combinatorial explosion we tried to avoid. More-
over, the approach to independently search for appropriate routes failed as the route 
parts are not actually independent – at the intermediate points, the values depend on 
both parts of connected routes. 

As a final direction to solve this problem we tried to directly check certain proper-
ties of possible routes. If not fulfilled, we exclude them without asking the eval func-
tion. This significantly reduced the set of possible route variations. We conducted 
experiments with the property of local target orientation [6]. This property means: for 
a sufficiently small part of every trip we can find an optimal route, even if the overall 
route is not optimal. This approach also was a failure due to two reasons: first, the 
computation costs to check the local target orientation were considerable high. Sec-



ond and most important: the degree of locality depends on the current driving situa-
tion. If we used a fix value, very often the set of possible routes gets empty, as not any 
route fulfils the given property. 

Problem 2: The back-driving problem. This occurs as measurements can be very 
close and suggest a 'driving in the opposite direction' (Fig. 3). In our example the 
route goes from left to right (Fig. 3a). The route positions Pos10 and Pos11 were 
mapped to measurements M10 and M11. Even though they are in range of the maxi-
mum error dmax, they change their ordering according to the route direction. If we now 
map the measurement to the nearest positions on the road network (p10j, p11k), a possi-
ble route extension has to drive a 'route around the block' (Fig. 3b; the numbers ,  
and  indicate the driving sequence of the assumed route). Obviously the assumed 
route significantly differs from the real route, even though the mapped positions are 
very close to the real positions. 

 

Fig. 3. The back-driving problem 

2.5 An Efficient Solution 

Considering the problems above, we finally developed a solution for the offline map 
matching problem. It iterates through the measurements from trip start to termination. 
For each iteration we extend all conceivable route variations by new variations that 
result from possible mappings of a measurement. 



 

Fig. 4. Basic idea of our map matching approach 

Fig. 4a shows the situation after three steps. We manage a set V that holds all con-
ceivable route variations through the mapped positions. If we take the next measure-
ment (Fig. 4b and c), we create all optimal routes (U) from current route endpoints to 
mapped positions of the new measurement. For the next iteration, we now have to 
create a new set V, built from all extensions of old V extended with all routes of U. 

Due to the high number of route variations, we have to incorporate mechanisms to 
reduce computing costs to a manageable level. 

1. Mechanisms to reduce the number of mappings 
According to assumption 2, we map a measurement to the nearest position of all links 
in range. The easiest way to reduce the number of route variations that result from 
different mappings is to reduce the mappings themselves. Our mechanism (1a) is not 
to map all measurements but only a reasonable subset. The motivation: the number of 
measurements is pre-defined by the position measurement system, e.g. by the smart 
phone app that logs the trip positions. This could, e.g., measure one position per sec-
ond. This set up is not under control by the map matching system, but given. Our 
algorithm should thus have the chance to take into account a lower number of meas-
urements to produce route variations. As we thus can keep a certain minimum dis-
tance between measurements, this is an effective mechanism against the back-driving 
problem. In our approach, we do not ignore the other measurements but always evalu-
ate all measurements in the eval function. 



 

Fig. 5. Idea of the projection compression rule 

Our second mechanism (1b) is called the projection compression rule. Fig. 5a 
shows a scenario where a measurement produces 10 mapped positions. There exist 14 
routes to drive through the range of this measurement (2 through the upper left corner, 
12=43 through the crossing). However, we could remove two of the 10 mappings 
(marked with 'X') without loosing any of the 14 route variations. 

Also dead ends and one way roads may reduce the mappings without loosing varia-
tions (Fig. 5b and c). Fig. 5d shows a complex situation with 24 variations to drive 
through (without counting loops). Here, we can remove 8 of the 16 mappings without 
loosing variations. 

To identify removable mappings we proceed as follows: 

 We remove all mappings in dead ends. 
 For each remaining mapping, we assign the distance of measurement and mapping. 

If for a mapping pi all links to drive to or drive from pi contain a nearer mapping pj, 
we can remove mapping pi. 

Note that the projection compression rule does not avoid all double variations. E.g. in 
Fig. 5a, the routes through the 4-way-crossing from top to bottom are still presented 
by two measurements. 

As a last mechanism (1c) to reduce the number of mappings: we can remove all 
mappings that are not endpoint of any currently considered route variation. 

2. Mechanisms to reduce the number of route variations 
This first mechanism (2a) is to directly avoid U-turns and not to wait for a bad evalua-
tion by the eval function later (see assumption 5). Our approach iterates through 



measurements and tries to extend existing route variations by a new part of the route. 
Thus, the only chance to produce a U-turn is when an existing route is extended. As a 
simple mechanism, we only accept extensions without U-turns. 

A second mechanism (2b) 'compresses' the set of existing variations. The idea: if 
an existing route variation is not able to be part of the final route with the best evalua-
tion, we can remove it. We apply assumption 4, formula (2) for this. In more detail: if 
we identify two route variations with the same trailing rx, the one with the worse 
evaluation cannot be the final 'winner' (rb | rx | ry according to formula (2)). We thus 
only have to check all variations for same trailings, evaluate them and keep only the 
best. 

3. Mechanism to speed up the evaluation 
For each iteration and variation, eval has to be executed again. This is because old 
results of eval are not useful anymore as routes are extended (by a route of U). Even 
though the number of variations stays constant (due to mechanisms 2a and b), the 
length of each route gets longer as more measurements have to be taken into account. 
As a result, for a naïve realization, the execution time of eval would significantly 
increase for each iteration. 

As our final mechanism we apply assumption 4 and formula (3). It turned out that 
after a certain time, all route variations in V have a same leading route (rw | rx in for-
mula (3)). Whenever this happens, we can ignore rw for new evaluations as it does not 
affect the ordering. 

We now can put our considerations together to our map matching algorithm below 
(references to the mechanisms are in brackets). It contains two main loops: one to 
compute all mappings and one to subsequently extend route variations. 

Note that in contrast to the formal definition (1), this algorithm returns a route, not 
a list of mapped positions. However positions and a route that connects these posi-
tions are equivalent information. 

mapmatching:  input: measurements mi 
 output: most probable route v 

select a subset ={1,…, m}{1,…,n}, with {1, n} (1a) 
for each i { 
    compute Pi= )(

i
mmap   

    compress Pi according projection compression rule (1b) 
} 
V=multiroute(P1, P2) 
for i=3 to m { 
    P'i-1={p Pi-1 | p is endpoint of a vV} (1c) 
    U=multiroute(P'i-1, Pi) 

    V= 
UuVv

uv
 ,

|  if u extends v without producing a U-turn (2a) 

    compress V  (2b) 
} 
return )(minarg veval

Vv
 (3) 



2.6 Again the Back-driving Problem 

According to Fig. 2c and Fig. 3 the back-driving problem can occur, if two subse-
quent measurements have overlapping circles (with radii dmax) and at least one link 
resides in the overlapping area. With the selection of the subset  we are able to con-
trol this: we can either select measurements that have at least a distance of 2dmax (no 
overlapping areas at all), or we can geometrically check for links in the overlapping 
areas. The latter approach requests some complex geometric computations, but toler-
ates closer measurements. 

However, for positioning systems with large positioning errors, this selection 
causes a low measurement density. The problem: if two selected subsequent meas-
urements are too far, the route in-between is not represented adequately. 

To solve this, we introduced another approach that allows to select arbitrary close 
measurements with the costs of additional computation. We modify the map function: 
a position is not mapped to the nearest position on a link but on a fix relative position, 
e.g. always on the centre of the link's running length. As a result: even close meas-
urements do not produce back-driving, as subsequent mapped positions stay constant 
on a link. This is possible due to assumptions 1 and 2. Two crucial points: 

 The very first and very last measurement should additionally be mapped to nearest 
route points. 

 We have to deactivate the projection compression rule, otherwise we still may 
produce the back-driving problem. This may occur, if nearby a crossing, the rule 
removes projections in the wrong driving order. 

If we consider more measurements, we have a longer runtime due to more multiroute 
calls. In addition, the number of mappings per measurement is increased on average, 
thus this modification may dramatically increase the overall runtime.  

A last consideration: selecting two measurements that are closer than 2dmax would 
allow us to detect small route changes between measurements that were otherwise 
undiscovered. On the other hand, these route changes may be below the measurement 
precision, thus remain undiscovered even though respective measurements are se-
lected. As a best practice, we thus suggest at least 2dmax distance between selected 
measurements. 

2.7 A Best-practice eval Function 

We currently only request assumption 4 to be fulfilled by the eval function. In this 
section we describe an eval function that turned out to be useful for a driving sce-
nario. 



 

Fig. 6. Properties considered by the evaluation 

Our function considers the following properties (Fig. 6): 

 The total route length L in meters. 
 The sum of squares of distances di between measurements and nearest route posi-

tions scaled by 1/dmax
2. 

 The square of first route point to first measurement ds and last route point to last 
measurement dt scaled by 1/dmax

2. 
 The route meters not represented by any measurement Lunrep, and the number of 

measurements not covering a route position cntunrep. 

We build the weighted sum of these values (4). 
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We achieved good results with the settings: wlen=1/3, wdist=50, wst=100, wlunrep=1, 
wcntunrep=10. 

3 Evaluation 

We fully implemented the presented offline map matching approach inside our rout-
ing platform donavio [6] that is part of the HomeRun environment [5], [7]. We con-
ducted a number of experiments to show the efficiency of our computations and the 
quality of the output. For all routes we set dmax=200m. 



 

 

Fig. 7. Example measurements and result routes 

Table 1. Summarized Results of Conducted Experiments 
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urban 2.3 0:07 69 13.7 510 23 108.7 8.7 40.1 100.0 105.9 

urban 4.8 0:07 151 17.5 1891 90 315.2 4.8 81.8 95.4 97.7 

urban 5.4 0:08 129 16.3 2306 105 445.1 3.4 86.5 96.9 99.8 

urban 16.1 0:32 458 6.9 2229 294 78.7 2.2 54.1 97.2 100.5 

urban 18.5 0:22 186 12.8 4335 290 177.4 5.5 73.7 98.4 99.7 

suburban 11.2 0:14 240 10.1 2037 139 113.9 3.5 66.0 95.4 102.3 

suburban 16.1 0:21 301 10.5 3108 238 272.9 2.3 84.6 99.7 99.1 

suburban 19.2 0:22 457 6.9 1776 188 94.6 2.9 61.3 97.4 99.3 

interurban 412.3 3:39 4124 9.5 38377 3492 454.7 2.0 76.8 98.0 100.0 

interurban 977.8 8:42 9650 9.8 112458 8425 550.0 1.2 59.5 99.0 98.7 



We selected measurements with a distance of 2dmax. For execution time measure-
ments we used a PC with i7-4790 CPU, 3.6 GHz. Table 1 summarizes the results; 
some routes are illustrated in Fig. 7. 

To assess the similarity of the assumed route by our algorithm and driven route, we 
measured the amount of original positions that reside on the result route. As the result 
route may also contain additional tracks, we also compared the route lengths. In sum-
mary, in all our experiments, the result routes were always very similar to the original 
driven route. 

We also measured the execution time. Even though it is not primarily required for 
an offline approach to perform execution in time, we got approx. 260ms per mapped 
measurement. Thus, this approach could in principle also process measurements in 
realtime. 

We tried to identify the component that needed most of the execution time. We 
thus analysed the CPU usage for the multiroute and eval functions. The multiroute 
function only requires 4% on average. This supports assumption 3 to heavily rely on 
the multi-routing function. We also conducted experiments where we replaced our 
multi-routing approach by permutations with single routing (not shown in the table). 
The result: our multi-routing is factor 1022 times faster (max. 2355 times) compared 
to a single-routing approach. 

The most time-consuming function in our implementation is the eval function. This 
is due to complex geometric computations, in particular to identify the unrepresented 
parts of the route. For time-critical execution scenarios we could consider to simplify 
the eval function.  

As a last set of experiments, we also checked the alternative mapping for meas-
urements closer than 2dmax (section 2.6). We thus also select measurements with a 
distance of dmax. However, disabling the projection compression rule increases the 
number of mappings per measurement by factor 2.5 on average; as expected this sig-
nificantly affects the overall computation time: it increased by factor 4.2. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we presented an approach for offline map matching. The main idea was 
to map a measurement to all potential road positions and to check, how a sequence of 
mapped positions can be connected by a driven route. It heavily relies on a multi-
routing mechanism to immediate check connections between set of start and target 
positions. To address the problem of combinatorial explosion, we suggest a number of 
mechanisms. An evaluation shows the effectiveness of these mechanisms. 
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